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Feel better function better

“As an industrial designer and ergonomist, I’m very happy to endorse the SF Combination Station.
Good design must always be made with the end-user in sight and in this instance, the Combination
Station really hits the mark. It manages to lock you in so that you can’t avoid the stretch in the
precise location but simultaneously permits enough movement for me with my individual shape,
to wriggle around and find my tight spots. As Anthony keeps telling me, this is the essence of the
work. I feel safe and supported during each of the many stretches that we do and my body feels as
great as the Combo Station looks!”
Geoff G.

Stretchfit Pty Ltd provides training and equipment of the highest quality
created by the world leaders in stretching science, international Pilates
lecturers and bestselling authors husband and wife team Anthony Lett and
Kenyi Diaz.
Stretchfit equipment is of seamless design that is environmentally
sustainable to elevate your stretching experience to a work of art.
StretchFit equipment is the culmination of more than 30 years of research
on the mechanics and stretching of the human body. Every movement feels
safe, comfortable, and precise. The sleek essential geometries that are
delightful to the touch make you and your clients and patients feel at ease
so they can stretch naturally, simply and without anxiety.
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StretchFit studios can be found in The US, Scotland,
South Africa, China, South Korea, and Australia.
In 2017, the New York Times and Wall Street Journal nominated assisted stretching
as the number one fitness trend. In 2019, the stretching industry was valued as
a 20 billion-dollar industry annually in the US. There are now a large number of
stretch studios across Asia, North and South America and Europe. This growing
trend is just starting to discover the benefits and greater profit margins of StretchFit
prop- assisted stretching!
Now is the time to ride the stretching wave with equipment that provides a superior
stretch experience and greater profit.
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Equipment options
StretchFit stations are built for total relaxation and pinpoint accuracy where it
comes to locating and elongating tight regions in the body. For rehabilitation
and therapy, well-being, and performance enhancement there is no other
stretching equipment like it.
The stylish stations come finished in Russian birchwood with an optional
inlay in the corporate StretchFit colours to give a shiny and sporty contrast to
the subtle matt finishing.

We have both shipping and air
freight agents that will work with us
to ensure easy and prompt delivery
at very affordable costs.
All of our equipment is made at our
Melbourne factory. Simple assembly
guides are included and assemble
time is roughly 30 mins per station.
Equipment is flat packed and shipped
in specially constructed boxes.

We use sustainably sourced FSC
certificated timber only. Our
committment is to fostering “clean”
exercise wherever possible.
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The StretchFit Combination station
The StretchFit Combination station is the centrepiece of the StretchFit approach.
It is designed to facilitate literally dozens of safe effective stretches for all ability
levels. It can be used for follow along classes, individual therapeutic applications
and also used safely by more experienced members who would like to work
unsupervised.
Equipment comes with all straps, rings and award winning Swiss made Airex
mats cut to size.

210 cm long | 80 cm wide | 200 cm high
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The StretchFit practitioner assisted table
The StretchFit practitioner assisted table (PAT) is for “flexologists” or “stretch
therapists” who are working “hands-on” with clients in a private or semi-private
capacity. The PAT has various options including a straight massage table/bench
look, massage table and ladder configuration, or a “3 in one” which includes a
sliding carriage to facilitate front and side split stretches.
Stretching on flimsy tables with belts are a thing of the past. The PAT has wall
bars, rings, “quarter circles,” a “neck deck” and arm rests to facilitate a range
of both hands-on and independent stretching. Therapists can work one-on-one or
with two clients simultaneously. This reduces client costs, practitioner fatigue and
allows more clients overall to benefit from your practice!

240 cm long | 67 cm wide | 50 cm high
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StretchFit themed interior design items
StretchFit manufactures a range of made to order interior pieces to compliment our
modern, tasteful equipment range.

Writing subtle messages to clients is a
wonderful marketing opportunity.
Our wall mounted chalk and
paper dispenser makes it easy to
communicate about new classes,
weekly themes, upcoming events etc.
on a daily basis. Can be made to
measure.
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Wall mounted theragun holder and charger
Many of our studios incorporate these essential tools into classes and treatments.
Our tidy holder is wall mounted, hides all cables and charges during storage.
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Wall mounted entrance desk
Greet your clients with a professional studio themed front desk. Made to measure with
more or less shelving and space for whatever you want to display for that all important
first impression.
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Peg board shelving unit
Create your own shelving configuration to display books, awards, vouchers, or sales items.
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Training
StretchFit teacher training programs are backed with full colour print
and digital materials, online audio and visual resources and world
first anatomy images. Certified teachers are supported with ongoing
professional development that is provided online and in live workshops.
Online materials are updated regularly. A book titled StretchFit: Safe
Effective Stretching for Every Body is also available on Amazon books.
Taught by Anthony and Kenyi, training includes several levels of
competency. Training includes repertoire and range of motion assessment
protocols, class and private session structuring, and all of the wisdom
and advice that has come from operating studios for 25 years. Each level
is a three to five-day workshop experience. Continuing education is also
a requirement of StretchFit teachers. Anthony and Kenyi have lectured on
stretching to health professionals in over 25 countries.
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Marketing and promotions
StretchFit Practitioners and studios are fully supported with marketing and
promotional materials. StretchFit has engaged several marketing professionals to
produce social media materials and campaigns which have been used successfully
at our Melbourne studio and are shared with the entire studio and teaching
community via our “teachers’ section” on the website.
Materials can be downloaded for use by any studio or teacher. Our Melbourne
office can also create professional promotional and marketing materials for you at
a reduced cost.
Materials include give away eBooks, promotional images and videos, flyers and
advertorials for local media.
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Costs
For a current quote, please contact Anthony via email at info@stretchfit.studio
We can arrange shipping worldwide and delivery to your door.
StretchFit
Anthony Lett/Kenyi Diaz
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Skype Anthony.Lett
Email info@stretchfit.studio
Facebook StretchFit
www.stretchfit.studio
Licences are now available worldwide. Our equipment is now design patented
worldwide and it is our policy not to saturate any given region. As a result we are
offering only limited licences. First time licence arrangements include generous
concessions on equipment, training and licence costs.
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Testimonials
“You said it best yourself Anthony! StretchFit is definitely all about the person, not the
pose! The focus on targeting individual muscle groups that are isolated so well on
the equipment has improved my performance no end. This is the first time I've gone
through a season without an injury. If only the club doctors knew why!”
C.H AFL footballer
“Hi Anthony, I wanted to drop you a note again because after I tried your neck
stretching class last night I was, well, stunned at how I felt afterward. My head-crushing
ache was gone for the first time in months. I fell asleep straight away and it was the
best sleep I’ve had in a while! Thank you so much!”
Dianne K
“After years of desk work my posture was not the greatest and I lacked the flexibility
and strength I needed to help with my sailing. StetchFit has seen my posture improve
to the point where I am taller than I have been for years. Unlike the Yoga that I tried,
the equipment makes the experience for a "stiffie" like me simple, uncomplicated and
not embarrassing. I've also noticed a huge improvement in my sailing which I put
down to improved flexibility and increased core strength. Thanks, Anthony.”
Geoff
“ In the 6 weeks that l have been at StretchFit l have noticed a significant improvement
in my hip and back pain levels. I don’t get out of bed in agony anymore and I am not
waking through the night due to pain.
I really enjoy the meditative aspect of the stretching and breathing and leave the class
feeling relaxed yet energized.
Thank you for providing lovely equipment and space to practice my self-care and l look
forward to continuing to stretch with you.”
Donna R
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About the creators

Anthony Lett
StretchFit was created by international Pilates presenter and
author Anthony Lett. In his 25 years of teaching and coaching,
Anthony has worked with professional athletes, musicians,
dancers, Olympic marathon runners and martial artists
including world’s no. 6 ranked karate champion. Anthony has
written 9 books on Pilates and stretching, including 4 Amazon
best sellers.
Convinced of the powerful mind-body impact of effective
stretching, Anthony designed this program; wrote all StretchFit
training material and co-designed the equipment to maximize
benefits and flexibility for people of any age or ability in the
simplest manner possible.
Anthony has qualifications in a wide range of fields including
Philosophy (La Trobe), Sports Science (Australian Institute
of Sport), Exercise Medicine (Monash University), Clinical
Anatomy (Monash University), Mind/Body Medicine (MIT) and
Health as a Buddhist Practice (Nan Tien University). In 1995
Anthony was named the Victorian & Australian Coach of the
Year by Tennis Australia.

Kenyi Diaz
Is a professional Pilates instructor with a background in dance,
and training in classical and contemporary Pilates, Kenyi began
teaching StretchFit in 2009, after translating workshops for
Anthony. Kenyi has taught workshops throughout Asia, Europe
and South America. A skilled graphic artist, Kenyi designed and
co-authored the 8 Innovations in Pilates books and DVDs.

In 2019 Kenyi published The Pilates Wunda Chair
Kenyi is a wellness coach with a special interest on relaxation
and stress management.
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